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HOW LONG DO YOU NEED TO DETECT AN

UNKNOWN THREAT

ATTACKING
YOUR ENDPOINTS?

THE CHALLENGE
Keeping data safe is the toughest challenge faced by today’s enterprise. The
concept of perimeter is disappearing and attackers have moved to the soft spot of
every infrastructure: the endpoints. A mix of human interaction, legacy solutions
and the inability to monitor and respond in a timely fashion, have progressively
made the endpoints the weakest link in the cybersecurity chain. Traditional
endpoint security approaches are indeed brittle: they rely on an outdated-bydefault paradigm where they can only discover what’s already known, too bad
attackers are perfectly aware of these limitations and they’re exploiting them
with incredible success.
Attackers can easily obtain any security solution in order to study and bypass
it, what’s worse is that they can make a powerful and strong assumption: if
a solution is bypassed in the lab, the same approach will work on any other
deployment, the bigger the installed base, the better the chances of winning
high value targets.
To use a metaphor, we can describe a security vendor as a lock manufacturer.
If the lock is always the same, as soon as its security mechanism is bypassed all
customers are in immediate danger. In this scenario there’s simply no way to
step ahead of the attackers: unless we revolutionize our approach and we enable
each customer create its own unique lock. This is the concept of Advancing
Defense.

ADVANCING DEFENSE
YOUR SYSTEM’S SOPHISTICATION
AND ACCURACY INCREASE WITH
YOUR LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

CHOOSE YOUR THREAT
Cybercrime hits everywhere, from the enterprise to the government agency
everyone is affected and the stakes are different for each one. Attacks range from
low-sophistication to high-sophistication, although all of them share a common
denominator: they evolve faster than traditional systems, greatly raising the
chances of success of a given attack. The defining example is certainly represented
by ransomware: despite being distributed en-masse, it infects thousands of users
daily, providing a constant stream of income to the cybercrime. Ransomware
routinely bypass traditional protection systems due to its simplicity and its
mutability: creating variants is a process that can be automated and the impact
is enormous, legacy systems cannot simply keep up the pace of detection, and
when a system is infected, it’s game over for the organization.
Targeted malware are at the opposite end of the spectrum: sophistication level
is very high and they are distributed just to specific victims, more often than
not the activation happens only of specific devices and under well-defined
circumstances, thereby rendering sandboxing solutions completely useless. The
ultimate goal is usually that of espionage and intelligence gathering, so these
tools are extremely low-profile and most of the emphasis is on their invisibility.
Whatever the threat, the end result is always the same: data is compromised
and the infrastructure cannot be considered safe anymore. Just one question
remains: how to detect previously undiscovered threats?

WITHOUT

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
HOW DO YOU FIND AN ACTIVE THREAT

IN YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE?

ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
It’s a good exercise to assume the worst-case scenario and to ask the right
questions in order to find out the objective needs and requirements for every
case. Security is a process that takes place in different steps and at different
levels, where each level can be leveraged to detect a new attack. A holistic
approach on the endpoints takes into account different views: one before the
attack and one during or after, each with different needs to be addressed.
BEFORE AN ATTACK
Monitor baseline data to model the infrastructural behavioral patterns
Leverage on local knowledge to extract new potential attack patterns
Identify and trace behavioral anomalies
DURING AND AFTER AN ATTACK
Assess the impact of a threat
Determine the scope of the attack on the endpoint
Determine the scope of the attack on the infrastructure
Hunt for compromised endpoints
ReaQta-Hive is a comprehensive platform that addresses all the aforementioned
needs and more. Leveraging on a stack of cutting-edge technologies, we provide
a unique solution capable of tracking and responding to threats in the most
effective way.

ADVANCING DEFENSE
During the attack phase the chance of detection are extremely slim, this is due
to the fact that the attackers are capable of replicating their target’s protection
system in their own laboratory, in order to develop an effective vector. This is
called: attacker’s advantage. To nullify this advantage is necessary to develop a
defensive strategy that makes it impossible to any potential intruder to assume
that they can replicate their victim’s systems.
ReaQta-Hive uses two different sets of Artificial Intelligence Engines: the first
one works at the endpoint’s level and it’s used to detect immediate threats
and attacks directed at a particular endpoint; the second one works at the
infrastructure level and it’s used to detect infrastructure-wide anomalies that
might signal the presence of an active attacker moving in the infrastructure.
To deny the Attacker’s Advantage, these two sets of engines are built to adapt
over time to each endpoint and to the infrastructure’s specific behavior. The
engines, a few hours after the activation, will start to adapt to the infrastructure’s
unique patterns and the inputs provided by the analysts during the triaging
phase – local knowledge - will be used by the engines to learn new information,
absorbing it in the detection engines. This provides the unique opportunity of
building a completely unique detection system that learns over time, constantly
evolving, thus providing an advancing defense that in turn makes it impossible
for the attacker to assume that their malware will be undetected by the attacked
infrastructure.

ATTACKERS ADVANTAGE
CERTAINTY THAT A BYPASS OF A
LOCAL DEFENSIVE SYSTEM WILL
WORK ON ANY OTHER INSTANCE OF
THAT SAME SYSTEM

DETECTION AND PROTECTION
The first step toward an effective understanding of an attack is its detection,
ReaQta-Hive mixes three powerful technologies to make the detection step
effective, fast and reliable. This step is entirely automated and adaptive: all the
local knowledge provided during the response phase is then transferred to the
detection engines.
BEYOND THE OS
ReaQta’s NanoOS is the world’s first monitoring solution capable of working
outside the operating system, at Ring -1. Thanks to its privileged logical position,
the NanoOS is invisible to the threat, this protects the detection layer both from
identification and tampering, since it’s not possible to access the NanoOS from
inside the Operating System.

NanoOS
ReaQta-NanoOS encloses the whole Operating System

ENDPOINT A.I.
At the endpoint’s level a behavioral analysis engine tracks the activity of every
running application, detecting suspicious activities that can signal the presence
of an attacker or malicious software like: Trojan Horses, Ransomware, unknown
cyberthreats and also the abuse of normal administration tools. Unlike what
happens with a network sandbox, the engines are active 24/7, providing
continuous protection against malware that activates on command. This layered
approach ensures also that endpoints are secured independently of their
location: whether in the organization’s network or traveling, the engines are
constantly active and capable of reporting back when needed.
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Network sandboxes are easily fooled by time and event-activated malware. ReaQtaHive monitors the endpoints continuously, even outside the infrastructure, so
traditional sandbox bypass techniques are useless.

INFRASTRUCTURE A.I.
Endpoints’ behaviors are delivered to Hive’s backend server, a big data processing
unit capable of making sense of the vast amount of information acquired. The
endpoints’ information is processed by an artificial intelligence engine that
serves five important purposes
Identification of Lateral Movements
Detection of Supply-chain attacks
Discovery and extraction of new attack patterns
Automated impact evaluation
Automated infrastructure-wide threat hunting
If protection is desired instead of detection and tracking, the engines can be
configured to block threats. The NanoOS will take advantage of its privileged
position to block any suspicious activity.
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A TRUE DEFENSE IN-DEPTH REQUIRES THAT
ENDPOINTS BE INDEPENDENTLY PROTECTED, EVEN
WHEN THE PERIMETER IS BREACHED.
SANS INSTITUTE

INCIDENT RESPONSE
Once the detection has taken place the post-breach procedures are activated
and several questions need to be answered before the threat can be dealt with
and resolved.
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Major challenges faced by organizations after an attack

IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The A.I. engines on the backend’s server calculate automatically the impact
score for each detected threat, this score takes into account both local and
infrastructural factors, like the extension of the attack and the entities involved.
The impact on the device is immediately clear and the activity of the attacker is
tracked completely.

Indicators are collected and evaluated in real-time by the A.I.

ANALYSIS
Whether the attack takes place in a matter of minutes or weeks, ReaQta-Hive
will keep tracking all the involved entities, acquiring completely detailed data
about the attacker’s activity, automatically calculating IOR (Indicators of Risk) in
order to select for the analysts the most important pieces of information. The
net result is a reduction of the triaging time from the industry average of ~30
minutes, down to the minute.

ReaQta-Hive
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Incident events collected and evaluated by the A.I. during an incident

RESPONSE
When the triaging terminates and the cause, scope and impact of the attack
are clear and well defined, the response plan can be activated. According to
SANS Institute, the majority of companies require from 4 hours to more than
8 hours to respond to a single incident, a time that is reduced considerably
by the automation provided by the A.I. With ReaQta-Hive the response time is
cut down to less than 30 minutes for 90% of incidents. All the information is in
fact already pre-processed and cleaned by the A.I. so no further investigation is
usually required by the analysts.
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ReaQta-Hive dashboard showing 2 active incidents

HUNTING
One of the most difficult tasks for large organizations is that of hunting for
a threat. The attack has been identified and triaged, ReaQta-Hive generated
the relevant IOC (Indicators of Compromise) and now it’s time to scan the
whole infrastructure looking for those signs on every single device. This is easily
accomplished through the real-time hunting features of ReaQta-Hive.

Active hunting and IOC generation
What happens when an attacker disseminates dormant backdoors on different
machines and those backdoors do not match the generated IOC? This is a very
real possibility, especially when in-memory malware is used in place of traditional
binary malware. These kind of threats leave virtually no traces of their presence
and traditional IOC are mostly ineffective.
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Malicious Powershell scripts growth trend in 2016
In order to uncover these subtle traces ReaQta-Hive adopts an advanced Data
Mining engine capable of identifying shared behaviors instead of artifacts. This
means that the analysis engine can detect processes that are behaving in a way
that is similar to that of an identified threat and it can do even more: the same
engine can identify instances that can potentially develop a malicious behavior
but currently in a dormant state. It’s a way of looking at the future and an
incredibly powerful tool to uncover hidden and dormant backdoors in a matter
of seconds.

Dormant in-memory only backdoor found by automated Data Mining

PROTECTION
ReaQta-Hive allows for the creation of behavioral policies that can be activated
in those cases where protection is preferred over detection & tracking. Behavioral
policies take advantage of the A.I. to instantly block an identified threat based
on its behavior and they apply to all future similar threats. The behavioral
approach provides a unique solution to protect an infrastructure when traditional
protections methods are ineffective, like in those cases where an in-memory
malware is used, or when it’s not possible to tie an event to a specific IP address
or hash. This flexibility is paramount for the organization in today’s fast evolving
threat landscape. When a more traditional approach is preferred, ReaQta-Hive
offer protection policies based on traditional indicators such as hashes.

BEHAVIORAL POLICIES
PROTECTION RULES TIED TO A
BEHAVIOR INSTEAD OF AN INDICATOR
AND CAPABLE OF GENERALIZING TO
NEW MALWARE VARIANTS

THE USE OF NETWORK CENTRIC SOLUTIONS LEADS TO A

LACK OF VISIBILITY
OVER THE ENDPOINTS
THAT IN TURN CREATES HIGH DEMAND FOR VISIBILITY
OVER THE INFRASTRUCTURE
SANS INSTITUTE

VISIBILITY
One of the advantages of an agent-based solution, as opposed to a network
based one, is that any digital evidence generated by a device can be tracked
with absolute confidence up to its origin. Network monitoring provides limited
visibility: traffic can be encrypted and when it’s not, the only information acquired
is which device is generating it. With ReaQta-Hive it’s possible to tie every bit of
information to its originator, answering the questions about who’s generating
the data and why. This means the analysts can track which process is performing
a specific activity, who started it, when and where. Such a complete view of
the events is simply not possible with network based solutions. Visibility is not
limited to acquired data, at any point in time it’s possible to query an endpoint,
wherever it is, in order to obtain real-time information about its status. The A.I.
will automatically augment the information provided by the endpoint in order
to show potentially malicious processes, when a threat is identified termination
can be executed remotely with a single click.

Live endpoint data augmented by the A.I.

ARCHITECTURE
DEPLOYMENT
ReaQta-Hive can be quickly deployed via Active Directory using GPO or any
other software inventory or application delivery solutions.
PERFORMANCES
The NanoOS is written with real-time performance in mind and it benefits from
the hardware acceleration, and isolation, provided by modern CPUs. The amount
of RAM used is just 8Mb and the CPU overhead is 0.5% up to 0.7% on older
generation CPUs. The local A.I. uses an average of 20Mb of RAM. The agent’s
impact on the system is negligible without any noticeable difference in user
experience. The amount of data transferred in normal conditions ranges from
10Mb to 15Mb per day per endpoint.
SUPPORT
Currently Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server
2008 R2, Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2016 are supported. Support
for Mac OS, Linux, iOS and Android is already under way.
BACKEND
The A.I. processing unit and database server are tailored to the number of
endpoints. As a general rule, up to 3000 endpoints, an 8-core system with 64GB
of RAM and 4Tb of storage is enough for 6 months of data retention. ReaQta will
provide exact specifications for each deployment and our partner network will
take care of the hardware delivery when required. ReaQta invests heavily in HPC
(High-Performance Computing) so ReaQta-Hive’s infrastructure is fully capable
of taking advantage of multiple small servers, a choice that is both cheaper for
our customers and more reliable: redundancy and high-availability are inherent
in the nature of HPC architectures.
ON-PREMISE OR IaaS
We understand that collected data might be sensitive to some clients, for this
reason we offer full on-premise installation. If required, the installation can
also be performed on an infrastructure provider chosen by the client. Once
the installation and final tests are performed, ReaQta hands over control to the
client.

INTELLIGENCE SHARING INITIATIVE
ReaQta has no access to customer’s data. Customers can join the ReaQta
Intelligence Sharing Initiative where incidents are processed by our datacenter
and extracted indicators are shared within the community. Customers who optin to this initiative will benefit from additional protection and early-warning
notifications. The participation is opt-in and all the data is processed according
to the EU Data Protection Directive to ensure that no sensitive information leaves
the client’s premises.
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CASE STUDIES
HOW ARE THEY ATTACKING
YOUR INFRASTRUCTURE?

CASE 1: IN-MEMORY APT
An allegedly state-sponsored spear phishing campaign is initiated against a
government agency. A small number of endpoints are successfully compromised,
the initial vector is a Word document taking advantage of a 0-day exploit to
download and execute an in-memory malware leveraging Microsoft Powershell.
A second 0-day is used for local privilege escalation after which the attackers
quickly spread to different machines, including one of the Domain Controllers.
When a compromised machine is identified as a server, a dormant backdoor is
left running by the attackers, backdoors are different in each installation, they
deliver data to another compromised local machine, used as a staging server
that in turns exfiltrates the data to a network of different C&C servers.
ReaQta-Hive detected the initial vector of attack, tracking the attacker activities:
usage of keylogger, credential harvesting, screenshot grabbing, local exploitation,
lateral movements. The operator successfully hunted all dormant backdoors
using the Data Mining functionalities of ReaQta-Hive. After tracking attackers’
activities, behavioral policies have been put in place to protect the endpoints
and the attack blocked after the necessary intelligence has been acquired.
The threat, due to its multi-staged deployment and in-memory operations,
managed to successfully bypass the customer’s network sandbox and traditional
endpoint protection system.

Real-time reconstruction of the APT activity

CASE 2: EYEPYRAMID RAT
In 2017 a new threat dubbed EyePyramid has been publicly disclosed by the
Italian authorities, its targets were located mostly in Italy and included different
high profile figures: from Prime Ministers to the President of the European
Central Bank, Magistrates, Ministries and politicians. The attacks started in 2010,
although there appear to be evidence that the attacks might have started as
early as 2008.
ReaQta-Hive engines identified correctly this threat without any prior knowledge.
ReaQta immediately published technical details about this threat, customers
were subsequently capable of hunting this threat for any past occurrence and
deployed protection policies within minutes.
The threat was found to be sandbox resistant and successfully bypassed the
perimeter protection systems of many institutions, local protection systems were
bypassed easily, mainly due to the simplicity of the threat that didn’t perform
any obvious hiding operation and its highly-targeted nature that allowed it to be
activated only on specific devices.

EyePyramid identification during its startup stage

CASE 3: RANSOMWARE + TROJAN AND REMEDIATION
Ransomware are a constant threat for the enterprise, although usually they
represent just an annoyance, more often they are used as a distraction while
delivering more sophisticated threats inside an infrastructure. In this case a
normal WSF file (Windows Script File) was used to download the infamous Locky
ransomware together with Kovter, a Trojan well-known for being file-less and
incredibly stealth. The attack chain took advantage of Powershell, an interpreter
commonly present on every Windows machine. While uses were distracted by
the ransomware, the Trojan was used to further penetrate the infrastructure.
ReaQta-Hive detected the behavior promptly, it became immediately clear
that the ransomware was only a distraction as the system tracked the trojan’s
activities. After assessing the threat, behavioral policies were put in place to
prevent similar occurrences and the attacker were quickly blocked. ReaQta-Hive
was also used to mitigate the ransomware attack and recover immediately the
data was compromised during the initial intrusion.
Even in this case the network sandbox was bypassed and the local endpoint
protection system fooled by the chain of events that took place on the affected
endpoints.

Kovter + Locky dropper and startup stages

CASE 4: 0-DAY HUNTING
A very large organization was successfully compromised by a sophisticated
Trojan, the attack was detected after months and the HQ provided to branch
offices the IP address of the C&C server. The original vector is still unknown
but the Trojan was later found to leverage a 0-day DLL Hijacking to perform its
loading procedures and privilege escalation.
ReaQta-Hive was installed on the customer’s endpoints months after the initial
breach and it was used to keep the infrastructure under control. After a few
minutes the customer was surprised to find out that the original threat was
still active on several devices and also that a different version, never detected
before, was transmitting information to the outside. Protections were activated
immediately and all active threats terminated, IOC were generated and
distributed to all the associated entities.
Due to a post-breach installation, ReaQta couldn’t isolate the original vector,
nor could the forensic team retrieve any useful information. What we know is
that once again the threat bypassed easily several security layers present on the
customer’s infrastructure, remaining active and hidden in total for almost 1 year.

0-DAY activity detected and tracked by ReaQta-Hive

CONCLUSIONS
In a world where threats are adapting faster than the counter-measures, artificial
intelligence is proving to be an incredibly strong ally, capable of identifying
new conditions without any prior knowledge. The ability of learning from
human experience is a significant advantage over any static security approach:
if attackers are quick to adapt, the defendants must be at least as fast and
effective. Combining a powerful detection & protection engine with in-depth
visibility allows the analysts to keep tabs on suspicious activities and the help
provided by the A.I. reduces the time and costs of these analyses. The vast
majority of attacks today is directed at the endpoints, not having full visibility
and automated analysis capabilities simply means choosing the losing end of
the battle.

VISIT US
https://reaqta.com

